Where did last year's grads go?

- **88%** Employed
- **73%** Grad School
- **15%** Still Searching
- **12%** Concrete Plans (Employed, Grad School)

*Data from the 2017 Graduating Student Survey: 68.8% response rate*

What are alumni doing?

**Employment**

- Kobre & Kim LLP
- Cargill
- Inc.
- WKCR 89.9FM NY
- Softmatter
- Howard University
- Intersections
- Accenture
- Goldman Sachs
- Jain Family Institute
- Glencore UK Ltd

**Grad School**

- The University of Texas at Austin
- Princeton University
- NYU Law
- Vanderbilt Law School
- Columbia Law School

**My Columbia Philosophy degree prepares me to...**

- Logically analyze complex problems, concepts, and texts
- Think critically, with awareness of multiple perspectives
- Construct and appraise arguments
- Write clear, cogent, and persuasive texts
- Clearly explain and present ideas and information orally
- Apply knowledge of philosophy and ethics to real-world issues
- Analyze policies for fairness and accuracy
- Investigate research questions and hypotheses
- Document and cite sources
- Reflect on your Columbia experience: bit.ly/UsingMyDegree

For more industries and job titles to explore, visit What Can I Do With This Major? at cce.columbia.edu/thismajor or schedule a meeting with a CCE career counselor: bit.ly/CCECareerCounseling